NEW THIS MONTH

**Wonder**

Wonder follows the story of the Pullman family whose youngest child Auggie, is a boy born with facial differences.

**DVD791.43/WOND**

**Pizza modo mio by John Lanzafame**

John Lanzafame has the pizza world covered in this book with traditional toppings, extraordinary bases, calzone, kids pizzas, foot-longs and even desserts.

**641.8248/LANZ**

**Come Sundown by Nora Roberts**

Bodine has no time for love, not even for her childhood crush Callen Skinner. When a young woman’s body is discovered and Callen falls under suspicion, Bodine must work with Callen to uncover the truth.

**F/ROBE**

**SERIAL OF THE MONTH**

ReNew

Australian House and Garden

**CONTENTS:**

- Audio Books 4
- DVDs 4
- Fiction 2, 3
- General Interest 4
- Music CDs 4
- New this Month 1
- Serial of the Month 1

**NEWCASTLE LIBRARY**

RELAX AND ENJOY

AUGUST 2018
Murder hooks a mermaid by Chris-ty Fifield

Glory Martine’s great-uncle Louis left her his souvenir shop. It should have been fun, but it was one headache after another. A lot of the trouble was generated by Bluebird the parrot who had a mouth like a sailor. Glory’s troubles pale when compared to her friend Karen’s problem. Karen turns to Glory for help to get her brother in law off the hook for murder.

First casualty by Ben Elton

Douglas Kingsley has been sent to investigate the murder of a British officer in Flanders in 1917. He is forced to conduct his investiga-tion amidst the hell of the The Third Battle of Ypres and soon realises that both the evidence and witness-es he needs are literally disappear-ing into the mud that surrounds him.

Nemesis List by R.J.Frith

Ex- soldier Frank Pak is offered a contract to escort a runaway back home. Frank accepts, but he doesn’t realize that Jeven Jones is no ordinary passenger. He is the result of illegal human experimen-tation, a fast tracked evolu-tionary leap into the future.

Other Boleyn girl by Philippa Greg-ory

Mary Boleyn arrives at Henry VIII’s court as a girl of fourteen and catches the Kings eye. She is enchanted with the golden prince, but her joy is short lived when she discovers that she is a pawn in the dynastic plots of her family. The King’s interest wanes and so Mary is ordered to pass on her knowledge of how to please the King to her sister - Anne Boleyn.

Mysterious flame of Queen Loana by Umberto Eco

Yambo has suffered a bizarre form of memory loss. He can remember every book he has ever read, but nothing about his own life. He goes to his old family home and searches through the boxes of old newspa-pers, comics, records, photo albums and diaries kept in the attic to try and retrieve his past.

Take down twenty by Janet Eva-novich

Stephanie has to find Salvatore “Uncle Sunny” Sunucchi. He is on the lam after being charged with murder for running over a guy twice. No one wants to turn him in.

Death by water: a Phryne Fisher mystery by Kerry Greenwood

The nice men of P&O have invited Phryne Fisher aboard their ship to sleuth out who has been stealing from the first class passengers. Four pieces of jewellery have vanished without a trace.

Queen’s gambit by Elizabeth Fre-mantle

Katherine Parr has to return to court, where Henry VIII has beheaded his fifth wife and is looking for a sixth. Unfortunately for Katherine, Henry picks her and makes her his queen. She is trapped in a court that plots and schemes and is riven by fac-tions as Henry’s reign comes to an end. Katherine must use all her in-stincts to survive, not only Henry’s menace, but also the treachery of those around him.

In over her head by Judi Fennell

Erica Peek would never go swimming willingly, but one day she is forced into the ocean and is nearly eaten by a shark. Luckily, Reel Tri-tone, royal second son of the ruler of the vast undersea kingdom is nearby and saves her. He has al-ways been curious about humans.
Red rabbit by Tom Clancy

One of Jack Ryan’s first assignments was to debrief a high level Soviet defector. The defector told Jack an amazing tale about how top Soviet officials, including Yuri Andropov, were planning to assassinate the Pope, John Paul II. Ryan must battle to confirm the plot and then to prevent it.

F/CLAN

Alone in Berlin by Hans Fallada

Otto is an ordinary German trying to keep out of trouble with the Nazi rule. He discovers that his only son is killed whilst fighting on the front. Otto is shocked into an extraordinary act – he starts to drop anonymous postcards attacking Hitler. If Otto is caught he will be executed.

F/FALL

Cassandra compact by Robert Ludlum & Philip Shelby

“ Its insanity” were the last words spoken by Yuri Danko, an officer in the medical division of Russia’s security service. His body was ripped apart by bullets. Covert-One’s Jon Smith has Danko’s papers and they hold a terrifying global conspiracy. A madman has the power to make the human race extinct.

F/LUDL

Girl missing by Tess Gerritsen

Kat Novak, a Boston medial examiner looks down on the corpse of a beautiful girl. The body betrays no secrets except for a note book clutched in her stiff hand, seven numbers scrawled inside. When a second victim is discovered, Kat fears that a serial killer is stalking the streets, but the police and the mayor won’t listen.

F/GERR

Two kinds of truth by Michael Connelly

Harry Bosch is working on a cold case for the San Fernando police and is called to a local drug store where a young pharmacist has been murdered. Bosch and the town’s three other detectives sift through the clues which lead into the dangerous big business world of prescription drug abuse.

F/CONN

Deliver us from evil by David Baldacci

Jack Ryan Evan Walter has built a fortune from his willingness to buy and sell anything and anyone. He has just begun a new venture that could lead to the death of millions across the globe. Shaw is an operative from The Whole Truth and has Walter in his sights. Reggie Campion, an agent for a secret vigilante group also has Walter in her sights.

F/BALD

Da Vinci code by Dan Brown

Robert Langdon gets an urgent late night call. A curator at the museum has been murdered. Langdon and French cryptologist Sophie Neveu must sought through the bizarre riddles and labyrinthine code to discover an answer to a mystery that stretches deep into the vaults of history.

F/BROW

Wanted man by Lee Child

Jack Reacher is big and rough and has a freshly busted nose. He is picked up by two men and one woman. Within minutes its clear that they are all lying about everything. There has been an incident and the police are looking for the bad guys. Is Reacher a decoy so that their are four instead of three in the car?

F/CHIL

Striker by Clive Cussler & Justin Scott

In 1902 Isaac Bell is investigating sabotage in a West Virginia coal mine. He stops a runaway train, saving countless lives and he discovers that it is part of a conspiracy to blame striking miners. Bell must now hunt for clues for whoever is behind this murderous scheme.

F/CUSS
**DVDs**

- Sherlock Holmes

**MUSIC CDs**

- Rogue Traders—Here comes the drums

- Rihanna—Music of the sun

**AUDIO BOOKS**

- Wicked appetite by Janet Evanovich
  A/EVAN

- Unnatural habits by Kerry Greenwood
  A/GREE

---

**GENERAL INTEREST— Ancient Greece**

- Greek Civilization by John Purkis
  An exciting and fascinating introduction to the lives of Ancient Greeks.
  938/PURK

- Empire of ancient Greece by Jean Kinney Williams
  Chronicles the remarkable legacy of the Greeks
  938/WILL

- Greece: a guide to the archaeological sites
  Gives the history of the most popular and beautiful archaeological sites in the country.
  938.01/GREE